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Noribachi creates smart energy products, challenging 
rote relationships with energy and design.

Noribachi’s product suite includes LED lighting, consum-
er electronics, solar devices, and engineering and design 
services. 

These products integrate proprietary energy optimiza-
tion technologies with renewable power capabilities and 
an uncompromising devotion to aesthetics. 

 With over 800 installations – including world class ho-
tels and luxury automobile dealerships – representing 
a diverse variety of markets across the US and interna-
tionally, Noribachi is a leader in integrating self power 
and grid-independence with distinctive and human-
centered design.

 

SMART ENERGY PRODUCTS

q.nuru: 

p.nuru: 

t.nuru: 

u.nuru: 

INFORMED GRID INTERACTION
POWER EVERYWHERE

smart energy electronics

smart energy lighting

smart energy solar solutions

smart energy services

q.nuru manufactures a full range of 
retrofit solutions comprised of op-
tions ranging from high performance, 
industrial LED bulbs designed to 
replace up to 1000W equivalents to 
luxury LED screw-in bulbs for homes 
and offices. q.nuru’s parallel LED-
based integrate solutions offer indus-
trial lighting fixtures, artisan designed 
luminaires, and modern, haute design 
LED lamps for the consumer market. 
All of these products are also offered 
in a solar-hybrid mode.

p.nuru believes that decreasing 
environmental impact shouldn’t 
mean settling. Noribachi’s goal is to 
redefine consumer electronics, turn-
ing informed grid interaction into the 
preferred standard, while fearlessly 
exploring the boundaries of form 
and design. p.nuru integrates smart 
power into a variety of electronic 
devices, from personal chargers to 
speaker systems.

t.nuru creates high-end photovoltaic 
panels that challenge today’s stan-
dard of functional but unsightly solar 
power. With the aesthetic freedom of 
designer panels, t.nuru provides solar 
energy that meets practical efficiency 
needs, while also realizing the po-
tential for aesthetic sophistication in 
the solar market. t.nuru is a leader in 
advancing the concept of solar tiles, 
or modular solar panels intended to 
integrate into urban environments.

Energy efficient applications require 
specialized power management ca-
pabilities. u.nuru also offers a suite of
engineering, design, and installation 
services to give customers access to 
Noribachi’s deep technical expertise.
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